
A Report on Analysis of Seismic Observation Data Obtained at the Time of the 2007  Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake 
at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station, and the Formulation of the Design-basis Seismic Motion (Summary)

1. Introduction
■ We analyzed seismic observation data acquired at the time of the 2007 Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki 
　　Earthquake at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station in order to evaluate potential 
　　factors contributing to amplification of earthquake motions.

■ In addition, we have considered the following in order to formulate the design-basis seismic 
　 motion:

　(1) Based on the Guidelines for Seismic Design Evaluation of Nuclear Power Reactor 　　
　　 Facilities (the seismic guidelines), which was revised on September 19, 2006, concurrent 
　　 movement of multiple faults and uncertainties about the length of faults were considered; 
　 and,
　(2) We reflected the knowledge generated from the analysis of the results of seismic 　
　　　 observation data　acquired at the time of the 2007 Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake on our 
　　　 evaluation of earthquake motions.

2. Flow for determining the design-basis seismic motion

3-2. Results of active fault evaluation
■The following faults were taken into consideration upon determining the design-basis seismic motion.

Southeastern 
inclination 35°

Western 
inclination 50°

Southeastern 
inclination 35°

Angle of 
inclination [*2]

M7.0

Based on a conservative 
approach, the total length 
of the fault was identified 
as about 34km.

34kmAbout 34km[*3] 
(About  27km)F-B fault 

Notes Scale of 
earthquake [*1]Length of fault Active fault 

55km

91km

About 25km

About 30km

About 16km

About 22km

About  54km

Based on a conservative 
approach, these faults were 
assumed to move together.

M7.7
F-D fault 　

Takada Bay fault

Kihinomiya fault 
Based on a conservative 
approach, these faults were 
assumed to move together.

M8.1

Kakuda/Yahiko fault Nagaoka Plain 
Western Rim 
Fault Zone Katagai fault 

About 16kmKatagai fault

About 22kmKihinomiya fault

About 54kmKakuda/Yahiko fault
Land 
area

About 25kmTakada Bay fault

About 30kmF-D fault 

About 29kmSado Southern fault

About 34kmF-B fault

About 37kmSado Eastern fault

Sea 
area

Length 
of fault

Name 
of fault

Note 1: With regard to the F-B fault, the scale of magnitude was determined by the scale of the assumed fault surface at the hypocenter and the correlation 
　　　 between the magnitude and the size of the fault surface at the hypocenter of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki earthquake.  For other faults, the scale of 
　　　 magnitude was determined by the length of ground surface faults using the formula of Matsuda (1975).
Note 2: Angle of inclination: the inclination of fault surface against the horizontal surface.   
Note 3: The length of the fault, according to our survey, is 27km, but we took a conservative approach and assumed the length to be about 34km.
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②基準地震動の策定
(2) Formulation of 
　　the design-basis seismic motion 

Earthquake motions 
determined without 

specifying a hypocenter.

Earthquake motions 
determined without 

specifying a hypocenter.

Design-basis seismic motionDesign-basis seismic motion

Evaluation of 
earthquake 

motion based on 
response spectra. 

Evaluation of 
earthquake 

motion based on 
response spectra. 

Evaluation of 
earthquake 

motion based on 
the fault model 

method .

Evaluation of 
earthquake 

motion based on 
the fault model 

method .

(1) Implementation of geological survey 
and evaluation of active faults

(1) Implementation of geological survey 
and evaluation of active faults

★新耐震指針で考慮

　する事項
　不確かさの考慮（断層

　の連動、断層長さの安

　全側の設定等）

★中越沖地震を踏まえ

　た耐震安全性評価に

　反映すべき事項

　過去の評価法で想定を

　上回った要因の分析

　

Strengthening of quake-proofnessStrengthening of quake-proofness(3) Evaluation of seismic safety of facilities(3) Evaluation of seismic safety of facilities

Earthquake motions determined 
　by specifying a hypocenter.

Selection of active faults to be evaluated.Selection of active faults to be evaluated.

Analysis of factors that exceeded 
previous assumptions that had been 
guided by old evaluation methods.

★ Items to be considered with 　
　 the new quake-proof guidelines.

Considerations for uncertainty factors 
(i.e., concurrent movement of multiple 
faults, conservative approach in 
determining the length of faults, etc.) 

★ Items to be reflected upon the 　
　 seismic safety evaluation after 　
　 Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake. 

Nagaoka Plain Western Rim
Fault Zone

Kakuda/Yahiko fault 
Sado Eastern fault

Sado Southern fault 

F-D fault 

Takada Bay fault 

F-B fault 

Fault model 
of the F-B fault 

the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa 
Nuclear Power Station

Kihinomiya fault 

Katagai fault 

3-1. Results of geological survey



4. Estimation of earthquake motions on the open foundation surface for each 
unit at the time of Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake
■ Based on seismic observation data recorded at each unit from 1 through 7, we made estimates of earthquake 
　　motions on the free surface of  base stratum by referring to the relationship between the free surface of  base 　　

　 stratum at the time of building design and the base mats of reactor buildings.
■We have considered the facts that underground observation data could not be obtained by the seismometers 　
　 around the reactor buildings at the time of Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake, and that our data contain the　　　
　 effects of large shakings of the reactor buildings and the ground foundation.  With these, we analyzed ground 
　 foundation response so that the results of calculation for each unit can maintain consistency with the 　　　　　
　 observation data on the base mats of the reactor buildings.

GL –289m
GL –255m

GL –290m

GL –167m
GL –146m

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
Unit 7 Unit 6 Unit 5

Base mats for 
reactor buildings

Free surface
of  base stratum

5. Analysis of observation data (Amplifying charactersitics of the ground of NPS 
premise at the time of Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake)
■Earthquake motions have multiplied by about four times on the side of units 1 through 4 and by about twice on 　　
　 the side of units 5 through 7 according to the results of the comparison between the response spectra of estimated 
　 earthquake motions on the free surface of  base stratum and the Evaluation of Earthquake Motions Based on response 
　 Spectra [*] (Response spectra calculated from the scale and distance in Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake [M6.8]).

[*] The method is based on Noda et al. (2002)　　

6-1. [Amplification factor 1] Effects from the hypocenter
■ The hypocenter fault model for the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake is considered to be mainly a reverse fault 　
　　that consists of southeastern inclination in the sea area.

■　For the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake, we assumed a hypocenter fault model that reproduces observed 　　　
　　 earthquake motions and estimated the level of earthquake motions at the hypocenter, and compared the results 
　　 with the empirical correlation between the scale of magnitude and the size of earthquake motions.  We have 　　
　　 concluded that in the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake, stronger-than- average shaking was generated at the 　　

　　 hypocenter (about 1.5 times, corresponding with 5).

Hypocenter

the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa 
Nuclear Power Station

F-B fault

6135391,4781,1131,011

1.2～1.72.3～3.8
Multiplication factor 

against the design-basis seismic motion 
in the previous guidelines (S2: 450 Gal). 

7661,699
Estimated ground acceleration 

on the free surface of base stratum (Gal) 

356322442492384606680Observation data on the base mats 
for reactor buildings (Gal)

Unit 7Unit 6Unit 5Unit 4Unit 3Unit 2Unit 1Values represent horizontal  (east-west) values

6-2. [Amplification factor 2] Effects of inconsistent formation of deep ground 
foundation
■ We evaluated the fashion in which earthquake motions propagate from the hypocenter to the free surface of base 　　
　　stratum in deep ground foundation.

■ According to our analysis of ground foundation response using a three-dimensional ground foundation model that          
　 reflects the inconsistency in the formation of deep ground foundation, earthquake motions are found to be amplified 　
　 at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station due to the effects of bending and subsequent integration of 　　　　
　 earthquake motions (estimated value based on observation data: about twice; the value obtained from the results of 　
　 analysis: about 1.5 times).
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Earthquake motion calculated based on the 
Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake [M6.8]

Estimated earthquake 
motions on the free 

surface of base stratum

About 4 times
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Earthquake motion calculated based on the 
Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake [adjusted 
value that assumes an inland earthquake]

Cycle (second)The side of units 1 through 4 The side of units 5 through 7

vertical movement
Reverse fault with

Fault surface with 
　southeastern inclination 
　　(low angle)

Fault surface with 
　a weak northwestern inclination 　

(high angle)

Northwest

Segment 
　boundary 

[Evaluation by the Earthquake Survey 
　　　　 and Research Headquarters]

● Irikura model
■ Kamae model
▲ TEPCO study model
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7. Summary of analyses on the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake
■ The following factors have been identified to have contributed to amplification of earthquake motions in the 　　

　　NPS premise:
　　[Factor 1]　 In comparison with other earthquakes of the same magnitude, Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake 　　　

　　　　　　　　　generated larger earthquake motions;

　　[Factor 2] Earthquake motions were amplified due to the thickness and inclination of the sedimentary layers in 
　　　　　　　 　the deep underground sections of surrounding ground foundations; and,

　　[Factor 3] 　Earthquake motions were amplified because of the old bended structure underneath the NPS premise. 

■ Amplification of earthquake motions differs on the side of units 1 through 4 and on the side of the units 5 through 
　 7 in the NPS premise due to the old bended structure underneath the NPS premise.  We have determined that     
　　earthquake motions are about twice more intense on the side of units 1 through 4 compared to the side of the 　　

　　units 5 through 7.

■ In determining the design-basis seismic motion for the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station, we will    　
　 reflect the knowledge we obtained as factors 1 to 3 on the magnification of earthquake motions, based on the 　
　 observation data for the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake. 

6-3. [Amplification factor 3] Amplification by old bended structure
I. Analysis of observation data

■ We have confirmed in the comparison between earthquake motions on the free surface of base stratum at 　
　　units 1 and 5, based on observation data for Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake, that shaking becomes more 
　　intense at unit 1 than unit 5 (Unit 1/Unit 5 = about twice).

■Upon the occurrence of Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake, we sorted and compared previous observation 　　
　 data of earthquake motions in the NPS premise by the location of hypocenter.  The data showed that 　　　　
　 earthquake motions tend to be larger at unit 1 compared to unit 5 when earthquakes are generated in the sea 
　 area (about twice).
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(GL - about 4 to 6km)

Free surface of base stratum

The side of unit 1:
about twice

The side of unit 5: 
about one time

About twice

About 1.5 times

[Factor 2]
Effects of inconsistent 
formation of deep 
ground foundation

Conceptualization of the factors for amplification of earthquake motions

Unit 5 reactor building

Depth of embedding
　　　　36m

[The relationship between 
earthquake motions on the 
free surface of base 
stratum and on the base 
mats for reactor buildings.]
Response attenuates on the 
base mats of reactor 
buildings due to the 
embedding of reactor 
buildings into the ground 
foundation.

Unit 1: about 0.4 times
Unit 5: about 0.6 times

Ground surface

(GL - about 150 to 300m)

Unit 1 reactor building
Depth of 

embedding
　　 45m

[Factor 3]
Amplification due to 
old bended structure

(GL - about 2km)

[Factor 1]
Effects of the hypocenter

II. Analytical review
■ We analyzed a ground foundation response analysis on the amplification characteristics discovered in the analysis 
　　 of observation data, using the ground foundation model that reflects the old bended structure at the underground 
　　 of the NPS premise.  Here, too, we confirmed that earthquake motions become amplified on the side of unit 1 in 
　　 comparison with the side of unit 5 (about twice).



The results of earthquake motion evaluation for each unit of nuclear reactors (horizontal)

9. Formulation of the design-basis seismic motion
■ Based on the results of the earthquake motion evaluation for model earthquakes, we formulated the design-basis 
　　seismic motion Ss.　

The value represents the larger value among horizontal ones (south-north and east-west).  (Unit: Gal)

○ We believe that the analysis and the evaluation results of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake, 
　　as well as the design-basis seismic motion which reflects the newly obtained knowledge will be 
　　appropriately reviewed by review panels of the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency of the 　　
　　Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI), among others.

○ By taking into consideration the formulation of the design-basis seismic motion, in order to 　　

　　further enhancement of seismic safety of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station, 　　　

　　TEPCO will implement reinforcement works on units 1 through 7 so that they would withstand 
　　shaking of 1,000 Gal at the base mat of reactor buildings.

○ By taking into consideration the progress of the reviews, TEPCO will continue to confirm the 　
　　seismic safety of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station.  In addition, we will strive to 
　　reflect the outcomes of reviews at the panels on the construction works to improve seismic 　　　

　　safety of the NPS.

○ In order to further improve the seismic safety of the NPS, TEPCO will consider implementation 
　　of earthquake observation at great depths.

8. Model earthquake for analysis for formulation of the design-basis seismic 

motion, and items to be considered in the evaluation of earthquake motions

* The effect of an earthquake motion determined without a specific hypocenter would be lower than that of the newly 　
　formulated design-basis seismic motion Ss.

4

■ Model earthquake for analysis for formulation of the design-basis seismic motion and earthquake motion evaluation.

356322442492384606

1,1562,280
The peak value of 

the design-basis seismic motion Ss 
(on the free surface of base stratum)

642656543699663739829
Response to 

the design-basis seismic motion Ss
(on the base mats of reactor buildings)

680
Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake

(observation values)

Unit 7Unit 6Unit 5Unit 4Unit 3Unit 2Unit 1Presumed earthquake motion

Based on the results of the active fault survey, we selected the following as model earthquakes having a major impact 
on the NPS premise from the comparison of earthquake motion evaluations based on response spectrum: (1) an 
earthquake generated by the F-B fault, and (2) an earthquake generated by the Nagaoka Plain Western Rim Fault Zone.  
Upon selecting the model earthquakes, we implemented an earthquake motion evaluation that reflects the knowledge 
obtained from the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake.

　■地震動評価法と中越沖地震の知見の反映
■ Earthquake motion evaluation methods and reflection 
　 of the knowledge obtained from the Niigata-Chuetsu-
　 Oki Earthquake

　■検討用地震の選定　■ Selection of model earthquakes for analysis

○活断層評価に基づき考慮すべき活断層　
・佐渡島棚東縁断層　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
・Ｆ－Ｂ断層　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　・　

○ Active faults that need to be considered based 
　 on the active fault evaluation 　
・Sado Eastern fault
・F-B fault 
　　・・・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　　　
　　　

応答スペクトルに
基づく地震動評価

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the response 

spectrum method

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the response 

spectrum method

長岡平野西縁断層帯
(M8.1)

Nagaoka Plain Western Rim Fault Zone
（M8.1）(

F-B fault
(M7.0)

Selection of model earthquakes based 
on comparisons of response spectra

(estimated the earthquake motions by scale and distance)

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the fault 

model 

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the fault 

model 

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the response 

spectrum method

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the response 

spectrum method

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the fault 

model 

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the fault 

model 

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the fault 

model 

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the fault 

model 

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the response 

spectrum method

Evaluation of earthquake 
motions using the response 

spectrum method
Distance from the epicenter

Distance from the hypocenter 
NPS premise 

(Modeling of the phenomenon in which fault surfaces 
move toward different directions to cause destruction )

Considering the direction from which earthquakes 
arrives, magnification of earthquake motions was 
examined based on the observation data obtained 
at the time of the 2007 Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki 
Earthquake and the 2004 Chuetsu Earthquake.

NPS premise 

Employing the hypocenter parameter obtained in 
the analysis of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake
(such as short-cycle level, among others).

Response spectra for the design-basis seismic motion at units 1 and 5
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2280Gal

829Gal

189Gal

Ss-1H（F-B断層　応答スペクトル法）K1
Ss-3EW（長岡　断層モデルEW×1.5）K1
S2-D（柏崎）

Ss－1H（F-B断層・応答スペクトル）
Ss－2EW（F-B断層・断層モデル）
Ss－3H（長岡平野・応答スペクトル）
Ss－4EW（長岡平野・断層モデル）

S2
新潟県中越沖地震・解放基盤表面推定地震動

1156Gal

543Gal

254Gal

補強検討用地震動Sa_K1_EW
補強検討用地震動Sa_K4_EW
Ss-1H（F-B断層　応答スペクトル法）K1
Ss-3EW（F-B断層　断層モデルEW）K1
S2D-K1EW
中越沖地震観測記録EW成分

耐震強化用地震動（参考）

Ss－1Hによる応答
Ss－2EWによる応答
Ss－3Hによる応答
Ss－4EWによる応答
S2による応答
新潟県中越沖地震・観測記録

補強検討用地震動Sa_K1_EW
補強検討用地震動Sa_K4_EW
Ss-1H（F-B断層　応答スペクトル法）K1
Ss-3EW（F-B断層　断層モデルEW）K1
S2D-K1EW
中越沖地震観測記録EW成分

耐震強化用地震動（参考）
Ss－1Hによる応答
Ss－2EWによる応答
Ss－3Hによる応答
Ss－4EWによる応答

S2＊による応答
新潟県中越沖地震・観測記録

＊耐震設計審査指針（昭和56年7月26日原子力安全委員会決定）に対するバックチェック時の応答。
　（２～７号機と同じ地震動に対する応答）
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― Ss-1H (F-B fault, response spectrum)
― Ss-2EW (F-B fault, fault model)
― Ss-3H (Nagaoka Plain Western Rim Fault Zone, response spectrum)
― Ss-4EW (Nagaoka Plain Western Rim Fault Zone, fault model)
― S2
― Estimated earthquake motion on the free surface of base stratum 
　 at the time of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake

― Ss-1H (F-B fault, response spectrum)
― Ss-2EW (F-B fault, fault model)
― Ss-3H (Nagaoka Plain Western Rim Fault Zone, response spectrum)
― Ss-4EW (Nagaoka Plain Western Rim Fault Zone, fault model)
― S2
― Estimated earthquake motion on the free surface of base stratum 
　 at the time of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake

Cycle (second) Cycle (second)

Cycle (second)Cycle (second)
Response at the time of the back-check stipulated in the Review Guidelines for Earthquake Resistant 
Design  (decided by the Nuclear Safety Commission on July 26, 1981).
(Response to identical earthquake motions for units 2 through 7.)

--- Reinforced earthquake-proof earthquake motion (reference)
― Response by Ss-1H
― Response by Ss-2EW
― Response by Ss-3H
― Response by Ss-4EW
― Response by S2
― Observation data at the time of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake

--- Reinforced earthquake-proof earthquake motion (reference)
― Response by Ss-1H
― Response by Ss-2EW
― Response by Ss-3H
― Response by Ss-4EW
― Response by S2
― Observation data at the time of the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake

10. Our future actions (for further improvement of earthquake-proof safety)


